Conservation and Recovery Plans – Implementation
Implementation Schedules – Purpose

- build upon Plan actions and priorities (more detail)
- practical, utilized, and integrated tool to guide implementers and funding considerations
- will indicate what is planned (i.e., status), but not intended as a "laundry list" of what is planned
On-the-Ground Actions

- actions
- effectiveness
- status and trends (biol, threats)
- research
- adaptive management issues/decisions
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Implementation Schedules – Information

- Plan Strategies
- Plan Actions
- DPS/MPG/Population, LFTs, VSPs Addressed
- Plan Priority
- Location
- Cost
- Timeframe / Status
- Implementing Entity (potential)
- Notes / Comments

- Additional Prioritization
- Funding Source
- Project Details…
- Other?
Implementation Schedules – Unknowns / To Do

• Details
  • prioritization
  • project-level integration
  • tracking/reporting mechanism
  • web utility

• Development and Updating Process